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QUESTION 1

An employee has previously submitted an accommodations request to obtain a standing desk for a customer service
position. There is a cost associated with obtaining the desk, but it has been deemed acceptable and the desk has been 

ordered. 

You need to update the request status, and your director reminds you that it is important to indicate that there is a cost
associated h granting the request. 

Which field of the Accommodations form is appropriate for indicating the cost? 

A. Deductions 

B. Job task Reply 

C. Reply 

D. Financial 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You ate the HR manager at your company. 

You need to make sure that a group of employees who work 8 hours a day will be enrolled in a leave and absence plan
called \\'Training days\\' in which enrolled employees tan accrue 2 days Dial can be used for professional naming each
year. 

The unit for leave and absence is set on hours in the parameters. What should you do In Microsoft Dynamics 365 for
Talent? 

A. Create an accrual schedule to a leave and absence plan "Training Days" and add grant amount of 2 days. 

B. Create an accrual schedule to a leave and absence plan "Training Days" and add accrual amount of 2 days. 

C. Create an accrual schedule to a leave and absence plan Training Days" and add accrual amount of 16 hours. 

D. Create an accrual schedule to a leave and absence plan "Training Days" and add grant amount of 16 hours. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

You are creating a new welcome guide for new hires. 

You have added standalone resources deemed important for the new hire, but not tied to a specific activity on the
Activities area. 

Which two things will the new hire see displayed when viewing resources assigned in the Resources tab? Each correct
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answer presents a complete solution. 

A. any files, maps, or other resources added to an activity on the Activities tab 

B. all documents, images, and map locations, but the hire will not see any provided links to external web sites 

C. display information about who attached the resource and the date when attached for all resources 

D. any attached resources in the browser, but they cannot download them or retain a copy of the resources provided 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4

You are a marketing executive with a team of 12 direct report employees. You receive a request for a new sales and
marketing manager position that requires specific skills. 

You need to find who in your team meets all the requirements for the listed position. 

Which of the employee and manager self-service features in the Employee self-service workspace should you use to
compare the position requirements to the skills of your direct reports? 

A. Team skills assessment 

B. Skill profile analysis 

C. Skill mapping 

D. Skill gap analysis 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

You are a marketing director. Your sales administrators just added the Budgeting skill as part of their semi-annual
goals. 

You are creating the skill on your employee profile. 

Which three related items can you add to the skill? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. Certification number 

B. Examiner 

C. Level 

D. Years of experience 

E. Goal 

Correct Answer: BCE 
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